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About This Game

Water Density is an digging game where the goal is to obtain the most Heavy Water. Use a wheel loader to create a road for
your tanker to transport water back to your rocket ship. Fly a drone to scout the landscape and explore tunnels, to find water.

To avoid disappointment, please understand this game is mostly about digging and water flow on a LIMITED terrain, not
combat.

The triangular prism voxel allows you to change the shape of the ground and change the flow of the dynamic water model.

Game play is about creating a road though the terrain for your tanker (and destroying your opponents road in two player mode).

Play in one of seven terrains (more to be added later in updates).

Terrain size is limited to what the average GPU can handle (renders a lot of voxels).
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Title: Water Density
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Quail Island Software Limited
Publisher:
Quail Island Software Limited
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: 2GHz 4 core i5 or 2GHz 4 core i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: > GeForce GT 540M 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Intensive CPU, GPU and memory usage, lower frame rate on 540M

English
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NEED MORE CONTENT IN THE FUTURE!!!. Pretty good "remaster" of an old SNES classic.

Just for the sake that old cartridges go for stupid prices this days, this is worth the bucks. Although, It really feels like It could
have been really better.

For start, the first thing that comes to my mind in this game is multiplayer, whether is co-op or competitive, and this game has
probably the worst multiplayer aspect that could have been scripted. First the remove the "target practice mode" which is a
really fun part of the old game and also a, yeah a practice mode. Second, you cannot join a game after it's already started. Third,
when you want to play multiplayer you get to "share" your lives with everyone that's playing... And after the lives run out, you
have to start over from the beginning. Forth is the worth, because they created 2 new levels for the game, but you can only play
them if you change the difficulty settings, i.e. if you want to play the old lv2 from the SNES game you have to play easy mode,
if you play normal you get a new level, and if you play hard you get another new level... Why??

Finally, the thing I miss the most is a survival mode and a Random Mode. Survival mode should just let you play all the levels in
the game (or a single stage also could be fun) until you die (dah) and random mode should just let you play any level (with boss
fights included) in random order until you die... Simple.

I bought this game when it came out on PS4, and on steam to support the developers but they have added ZERO content to this
game so I really regret it, that why I'm leaving negative on this one...

If you really care please add some new content, or fix some of this really bad design choices and I thing a lot of us may change
our minds.. Good music, good design, and good controls. I just wish there was more!. Take control of a miniture Titan, purging
mutant warp spawned llamas in the name of our glorius Emperor of Mankind. This twin stick shooter has everything a
Warhammer 40k fan could ask for... Bolters, Flamers, Kraken missles, even Helfrost weaponry... it's so rare to see that in a 40k
game though.

Though it's not too high on content, it is VERY fun, and that is enough.. The factory must grow..  Try the FREE DEMO first
on Pizza Express's main website. 

This game, despite it's simple drag-and-click gameplay, kept me hooked. Don't feel discouraged when I say drag-and-click
though, because it's about how cleverly the developer revolved other features around that drag-and-click gameplay.

You get almost the entire power to choose how you want to play. You can make your own menu super complicated with a large
reward, or play casually and put in only a few ingredients per pizza for a modest sum. You can even determine the difficulty at
the beginning of the game too, so the entire game almost caters to everything for your own convenience and skill level and
allows you to enjoy a smooth gameplay. For the story, don't expect something philosophical or complex really, it's just a simple
linear story, but it still has a decent amount of surprises to keep you engaged until the end.

One issue though is the long and boring tutorial. But you can skip that, and you won't miss much if you do. It could deter you a
bit, but I promise after that it only goes uphill from there.

Another small issue is the spike in difficulty starting at Day 20, but maybe that's only me. Doesn't really matter though, but I
opened a discussion about it in Steam anyway. Surprisingly, the developer commented on it in detail about it, and I noticed he
comments a lot on other discussions regarding the game too. So it seems he cares a lot about this game.

I may be slightly biased or I may be overexplaining everything, but I really enjoyed this indie game.. I really like this kind of
game.
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It`s somewhat similar to Subnautica i would say
but as a big difference to Subnautica this game
has been developed for VR and you can feel
that everywhere. I would love if there would be more
content in this game or games like this released more often.

A big thanks to the devs for developing such a gem.. Very Surprised!
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Planetbase + Zombies = AWESOME !!!. Another stupid easy game.

5/10

ez 100%. this ♥♥♥♥ing game is the best game i have ever played. It is amazing. I love it with all my heart. i r8 8/8 m8 (not b8
m8). better than the phone one also your meat in your inventory gets cooked if you get burned. Do not get this game if you
enjoyed the original escaptist. This game is extremely boring and not worth the price of having anything to do with The Walking
Dead. Very disappointed and unable to get a refund for this pile. Save your money. Skip this purchase.. If you love 25 year old,
clunky, 4 directional combat mechanics without mouse support this game is definitely for you. I'd rather replay Diablo 2 than
this.... Bought a deluxe adition to play early just to find out FFB is♥♥♥♥♥♥ Now 1st DLC is out and FFB is still not fixed..
Making you suffer by blocking access to XOR gate on early levels (with no reason, just "because") doesn't feels fun in any way.
Will give it another chance later though. Boring. Buggy and couldn't get much going. Probably why they didn't have many pre-
release videos or advertising. Sad. Waited a long time for the game. Basically a mobile game.
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